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Spinning once again, the sign above
France’s biggest cinema, the Grand
Rex, is testament to how well Paris

venues have weathered the twin threats
of streaming and the pandemic. The
2,700-seat Art Deco venue reopened last
week after a major facelift to mark its 90th
birthday. It has reason to be hopeful: tick-
et sales in France are down just 10 per-
cent on pre-COVID levels, compared to
almost a third in the United States. That is
partly due to the country’s long-standing
love affair with its cinemas, immortalized
in 1960s New Wave classic “Breathless”,
in which Jean-Paul Belmondo and Jean
Seberg duck in and out of theatres along
the Champs Elysees.

Paris is thought to have the highest
density of screens in the world, and the
atmosphere has influenced generations of
filmmakers. “I went to old cinemas in the
Latin Quarter to watch retrospectives,
screenings of old films from Hollywood,
France or Japan,” director Damien
Chazelle (“La La Land”) told AFP recently.
“The first time I saw ‘Metropolis’ by Fritz

Lang was here. I’ll never forget it!”

Diversification 
Paris authorities say there are 398

screens across 75 venues-up eight per-
cent on 2000 — and down just slightly
from 411 in 2019. Survival requires some
creativity. To coax viewers off their sofas,
the Grand Rex has been offering “event”
screenings such as manga previews and
film marathons that cater to the biggest
fans. Its history has made it a popular
choice for premieres, with Steven
Spielberg next on the agenda for the
launch of “The Fabelmans”.

It also requires diversification. The Rex
moonlights as a nightclub, escape game
venue-and most importantly as a concert
hall, featuring everyone from Madonna to
Bob Dylan. “If we had to survive on the
cinema alone, we would have closed the
doors long ago,” said manager Alexandre
Hellmann. He added that that 71 bigger
halls have opened during the Rex’s life-
time but none have lasted.

‘Evolution’ 
While the overall picture is positive, the

map of Paris cinemas is evolving. Next
year will see the reopening of the
Japanese-style La Pagode, another myth-
ic venue. And in 2024, the Pathe Palace,
billed as the most beautiful cinema in the
world, will open next to the Paris Opera.
But this shift is coming at the expense of
other historic areas.

Rising rents are threatening many cin-
emas, particularly on the Champs
Elysees, where the renowned Marignan
will soon shut for good. “It was THE cine-
ma district in Paris but it is disappearing,
due particularly to the exorbitant rents,”
said Michel Gomez, who leads the city’s
“Mission Cinema” to support the industry.
“It’s hard to see cinemas close but cinema
in Paris is a living fabric. It follows the
sociological and geographical evolution of
the city,” he said. — AFP 

Meet the Spanish
twin chefs who
earned a third
Michelin star
When they were just eight years

old, Spanish twins Sergio and
Javier Torres set a goal: they

wanted to become chefs who were
among the top in their field. To achieve
this, they strategically split up to get
training in different esteemed kitchens
around the world, published books on
cooking and presented a popular TV
show. The plan worked.

Over four decades after they sur-
prised their family by saying they wanted
to be chefs, Sergio and Javier ’s
Barcelona restaurant, Cocina Hermanos
Torres, was awarded a third Michelin star

last month. “We developed a plan, that I
think is a perfect plan,” a smiling Javier,
51, said at the restaurant, one of only 13
in Spain and Portugal with the top three-
star ranking from the prestigious French
guide.

“When we started to go out of
Barcelona, we thought that Sergio would
take one path, I would take another, and
we would never coincide until we were
ready,” he added. The journey took the
twins-who grew up in a working-class
Barcelona neighborhood - to different
elite restaurants in Spain, Switzerland
and France.

Before moving to Paris where he
worked with top French chef Alain
Ducasse, Sergio spent two years at the
award-winning Le Jardin des Sens in
Montpellier which is also run by twins-
Jacques and Laurent Pourcel. “We were
separated but every month we met up in
a restaurant, ate well, we spent the little
money we had and developed the next
steps of our strategy,” said Sergio as he
sat beside his brother.

Grandmother influence 
Each brother specialized in different

areas-one learned to cook meat and veg-
etables, the other fish and bread, he
added. Both siblings credit their grand-
mother for their passion for cooking. She

was part of a wave of people who moved
from the southern region of Andalusia to
the more industrialized Catalonia in the
northeast in search of a better life follow-
ing Spain’s devastating 1936-39 civil war.

“Our grandmother looked after us, and
since she was in the kitchen all day we
literally grew up in a kitchen,” said
Sergio. After earning two Michelin stars
with their previous project “Dos Cielos”
and becoming familiar faces thanks to
their participation in a cooking show, they
decided to open Cocina Hermanos
Torres in 2018. The twins visited some
200 possible locations before settling on
an industrial building near Barcelona’s
iconic Camp Nou football stadium.

They invested nearly three million
euros to convert it into the restaurant,
which seats a maximum of 50 people at
tables with no wall separating them from
the three workstations where staff pre-
pare meals. “We wanted to reflect what
we experienced in our childhood, which
was a kitchen and a table, and everyone
around the table,” said Javier.

‘Difficult road’ 
The tasting menu costs 255 euros

($265), with another 160 euros if it is
paired with wine, a stiff price in a country
where the monthly minimum wage is
around 1,000 euros. Praised for its cre-
ative and playful cuisine, among the
dishes served is cured squid with poultry
broth and an onion soup with Parmesan
cheese and truffles. “You will experience
flavors that you have never experienced
before, because you will discover a cui-
sine where you will like what you don’t
like,” said Sergio.

On a recent visit at noon, 50 staff
members-many of them young-are busy
at work finalizing details before cus-
tomers arrive. “It seems like today a chef
is like a ‘super star’. It’s a very difficult
road, very difficult, with long hours and
it’s very hard to make it, it takes tremen-
dous perseverance,” said Sergio. “You
have to risk it, go for broke, give it your
all because if you don’t, you are not liv-
ing,” he added with a smile. — AFP

Agroup of Peruvian and interna-
tional botanists has discovered
two new species of plant that are

endangered by mining activity in the
Peruvian Andes, the University of San
Marcos reported Tuesday. The new
species, named “Viola ornata” and
“Viola longibracteolata,” belong to the

Neo-andinium subgenus of Viola, which
in Peru currently has 15 species.

“San Marquino botanists are publish-
ing a study in which they reveal two
new species of plants found in Arequipa
and Moquegua, and which are in critical
danger due to mining activity,” the uni-
versity said in a statement. This sub-

genus brings together species that are
mostly found inhabiting the Andes, at
extremely high altitudes, in remote
areas little explored between 12,500
and 16,400 feet (3,800 and 5,000
meters) above sea level.

The new species are perennial
herbs, quite hairy in appearance, that

grow in rosettes with small flowers, and
their coloration and shape help them
blend them with their environment. “The
conservation status of both new species
is critically endangered, mainly due to
the decrease in the quality of their cur-
rent and potential habitats, since these
areas are seriously impacted by exten-

sive mining exploitation,” the statement
added. The plants were recently found
in the high Andes in the Moquegua and
Arequipa regions, in the south of the
country.—AFP

Picture taken on October 5, 1995 of the cinema Le Grand Rex, in Paris.

This file photo taken on October 5, 1995 shows the cinema Le Grand Rex, in Paris.
—AFP photos

This file photo shows the exterior of the Grand
Rex cinema theatre in Paris.

This file photo shows the main screening room of the Grand Rex cinema in Paris. 

Spanish twin chefs, Javier (right) and Sergio (third left) prepare some meals in the kitchen of
their restaurant ‘Cocina Hermanos Torres’ after receiving the distinction of three-stars from
the Michelin guide, in Barcelona.

Spanish twin chefs, Javier (right) and Sergio (left) prepare some meals in the kitchen of their
restaurant ‘Cocina Hermanos Torres’. 

Spanish twin chefs, Javier (left) and Sergio
Torres pose in the kitchen of their restaurant
‘Cocina Hermanos Torres’ after receiving the
distinction of three-stars from the Michelin
guide, in Barcelona. — AFP photos

A meal getting prepared by the Spanish twin
chefs, Javier and Sergio Torres in the kitchen
of their restaurant ‘Cocina Hermanos Torres’.

Spanish chef, Javier Torres tastes a meal in the kitchen of his restaurant ‘Cocina Hermanos
Torres’.


